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ABSTRACT

Analysis of seismic refraction data collected at a proposed site of the Advanced Neutron Source
(ANS) Facility showed a strong correlation between surface and bedrock topography. By combining
seismieally determined bedrock elevation data with surface elevation data using cokriging, we were
able to significantly improve our map of bedrock topography without collecting additional seismic
data.

INTRODUCTION

Producing a contour map of bedrock elevation from seismic refraction data generally requires
interpolation from relatively sparse measurement points to a denser set of grid points. In rugged
terrain this interpolation may result in excessively smooth contours of bedrock topography. In the
extreme case interpolation may even predict a bedrock elevation exceeding the surface elevation.
Clearly, this problem can be fixed by increasing the density of sample points but with a
corresponding increase in time and expense. When bedrock and topography are correlated,
however, it is possible to use surface elevation data, available on a tighter grid spacing, to
dramatically improve bedrock elevation estimates at unmeasured locations. We will use data
collected at the proposed ANS site on the Oak Ridge Reservation to illustrate the method. We
then compare the results of cokriging with simple linear regression using surface elevation to predict
depth to bedrock.

The final decision is pending on the location of the Department of Energy's Advanced Neutron
Source (ANS) facility, but the currently preferred site is on the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR) near
Oak Ridge Tennessee. Between September 19,1991 and October 8,1991 we conducted a seismic
refraction survey at the ANS preferred site to provide top-of-bedrock topographic data, and to
determine anomalous velocity zones in the overlying soils.
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Site Description

The ANS preferred site is located in the Tennessee section of the Valley and Ridge province. The
valleys and ridges in this province generally trend southwest to northeast following the strike of the
underlying rock units (Sigmon et al., 1990). The site is underlain by limestone and shale units of
the middle Cambrian age Conasauga Group that dip to tiie soutneast (Lemiszki et al., 1991). The
Rogersville shale, Friendship (Rutiedge) Formation, the Dismal Gap (Maryville) Formation, and
the Pumpkin Valley Shale are the dominant Conasauga Group units at the ANS preferred site.
Surface elevations on the site range from 827-938 feet above sea level. The topography ranges from
gentle to steep slopes and is undeveloped. Most of the site is lightly to moderately wooded.

Seismic Refraction Data Collection and Processing

We collected data at a total of 44 stations (Figure 1), 24 of which were placed at the locations of
planned Phase 1 investigation boreholes 10 through 33 (SAIC, 1990). To investigate the effect of
spread orientation on depth determinations we used both a N-S and a E-W spread at boreholes IS
and 30. We placed nine additional spreads on 200 ft centers in the central area of the site to
increase coverage beneath the proposed location of the main structure. These nine spreads were
shot as profiles, with a depth computed below each geophone. Only a single depth was computed
for the spreads.

Each spread consisted of 24 (14 Hz) geophones with 10 ft spacing. The data were recorded using
an EG&G ES-2401 seismograph with a 250 Hz high cut filter and a 0.10 ms sampling rate. A
seismic spread for a station measurement consisted of 24 single-station geophones with 10 ft. spacing
and 5 shot points. For a profile measurement, we used three shot points: Two shot points located
10 ft off each end of the spread, with the third at the center. For a profile measurement, we used
the same spread and added two additional shot points 150 ft off each end of the spread. For the
shot points close to the spread we used a hammer and plate source; for the distant shot points we
used a shotgun source.

Bedrock depths were based on a three layer model where the velocities increased from 2500-6300
ft/s in the second layer to 9786-12206 ft/s in the third (bedrock) layer. In processing the station
measurements, where we computed a single depth to bedrock for each spread, we used the
Intercept-Time Method (Mooney, 1973). For the profile measurements, we computed a depth to
bedrock below each geophone using the SISRED program (Marrich, Inc., 1988) which is similar to
the Generalized Reciprocal Method (Palmer, 1980).

CONTOURING BEDROCK ELEVATION: ORDINARY KRIGING

Generally, before data are contoured, irregularly spaced measurements are interpolated onto a
regular grid. All interpolation schemes assume that the unknown value at the grid point is
correlated with the values at surrounding measurement points and that the closer the measurement
points are better correlated. Many automatic contouring routines, for example, assume that the
correlation falls off as some power of distance (typically 1/r2). What is the correct weighting
function to use? How does it depend on the site and the type of data? Kriging addresses these
questions.
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Figure 1. ANS Surface topography and seismic stations.



With kriging the choice of distance weighting made by using the spatial autocorrelation structure
observed in the sample data as measured by the semivariogram, Y(h), defined as

where N is the number of data pairs (v4> Vj) separated by a distance approximately equal to h. The
semivariogram of the 44 ANS bedrock elevations (the v"'s in this case) obtained by seismic refraction
shows the typical structure (Figure 2). Nearby points have similar values, therefore y(h) starts small
and gradually rises asymptotically to a nearly constant value (the "sill," related to the sample
variance). The "range" parameter used in modeling the semivariogram and roughly corresponds
to the distance where the measurements become uncorrelatcd.

We fit the bedrock scmivariogram with an exponential model having a range of 4S4 ft and a sill of
697 ft2. The exponential model is one of several possible semivariogram models that ensure a
positive definite system of kriging equations and is defined as

^)) (2)
a

where h is the distance between two points, a is the range, Q, is the jump in semivariogram value
that accounts for differences that sometimes occur between even very closely spaced samples (the
"nugget") and Q+C, is the sill. Sometimes the term in the exponential is replaced by 3h/a to make
the range correspond more closely with the perceived leveling off of the semivariogram. We have
used the convention of equation (2) because it is consistent with the geostatistical software we used.

Kriging has three advantages over inverse distance, minimum curvature, and other common
interpolation schemes: (1) nearby points are weighted according to their spatial autocorrelation
structure observed in the sample semivariogram (rather than using an arbitrary weighting scheme),
(2) clusters of data points that make up a cluster are given smaller individual weights, and (3)
kriging can take into account anisotropy in the spatial autocorrelation; if directional sample
semivartograms show stronger correlation along strike, for example, kriging will weight the data
points correspondingly (Details on handling anisotropy can be found in Journel and Huijbregts,
1978).

The disadvantages of kriging are: (1) it requires a preliminary modeling of the semivariogrutm and
assumes that this spatial autocorrelation remains the same over the entire area of interest
(stationarity), and (2) it is computationally intensive (although for 2D problems PC computing
power generally suffices). When a strong regional trend is present in the data, it may be possible
to subtract the trend, krige the residuals, then add the trend back in at the end. Even when there
is no general trend, the assumption of stationarity is sometimes questionable because the spatial
autocorrelation changes with, for example, the rock formation. In this case, we may have to break
the sample area into regions and krige them individually. When the number of measurements is
small, as for ANS example under consideration, it may not be practical to subdivide the data. It is
important to realize, however, that the problem of stationarity exists for all interpolation schemes.
Using the same inverse distance power to interpolate over the whole region is equivalent to
assuming stationarity.
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Figure 2. Semivariogram for ANS bedrock elevation.

Figure 3. Surface topography plotted above bedrock as
determined by kriging of 44 points determined by seismic
refraction.
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Figure 4. The data suggest a linear relationship between
surface and bedrock elevation at the ANS site.

Figure 5. Surface topography plotted above bedrock as
predicted by linear regression.



At the ANS site the surface and bedrock elevations are highly correlated, but the plot of bedrock
is far smoother than the surface, suggesting that the seismic measurement points are spaced too
widely to capture all of the bedrock features. The contours of bedrock elevation made using
ordinary kriging (Figure 3) are considerably smoother than the surface topography. How can the
correlation between surface and bedrock elevation can be exploited? The most obvious approach,
linear regression, is discussed in the next section.

CONTOURING BEDROCK ELEVATION: LINEAR REGRESSION

The strong correlation between surface and bedrock elevation combined with the ready availability
of surface elevation data suggest that simple linear regression might provide a simple way to
improve the bedrock elevation estimates. Bedrock elevation data is used only to compute the
regression coefficients (Figure 4) required to transform the surface elevation to bedrock elevation
using the familiar

ymx+b (3)

where y is bedrock elevation, x is surface elevation, and m and b are the slope and intercept of the
regression line.

For the ANS site we digitized the site topographic map on 100 ft grid and transformed the data into
bedrock elevation estimates using the linear regression. The resulting bedrock map (Figure 5)
mimics the surface elevation, but perhaps it mimics it too closely? We would prefer a technique
that relies on the surface elevation data when there are no nearby seismic measurement points, uses
the seismic data when the measurement points are nearby, and uses a combination of both surface
elevation and seismic data for estimation point at intermediate distances from measurement points.
Cokriging works in just this fashion.

CONTOURING BEDROCK ELEVATION: COKRIGING

Cokriging is a general purpose geostatistical technique which exploits the correlation between a
secondary variable (e.g. surface elevation) and a primary variable (e.g. bedrock elevation) to improve
estimation. Typically, although the correlation with the primary variable is not perfect, the
secondary variable has been more frequently sampled, and therefore can be used to improve
estimates in areas where the primary variable is undersampled. Our example is ideal; not only is
there a strong correlation between surface and bedrock elevation, but surface elevation is available
from topographic maps for every estimation point, and there is evidence of spatial autocorrelation
in both variables.

In addition to a semivariogram model for both surface and bedrock elevation, cokriging requires a
cross-semivariogram defined as

(4)
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Figure 6. Semivariogram for ANS surface elevation.
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Figure 7. Surface-bedrock cross semivariogram.
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where u( is the bedrock elevation and v, is the surface elevation and the summation is over points
where both variables have been measured. For the ANS site the surface semivariogram (Figure 6)
and the surface-bedrock crass-semivariogram (Figure 7) have the same basic structure as the
bedrock semivariogram was used for ordinary kriging, a natural consequence of the strong cross-
correlation.

For the ANS site, the results of cokriging (Figure 8) are not very different from linear regression.
There are a few areas where a particular seismic measurement did not fit the overall regression
relationship well and cokriging forced the bedrock surface to agree with the seismic data in those
areas, but overall linear regression and cokriging yielded nearly the same results. This is not
surprising as cokriging honors the data (i.e. the estimated value at a data point always equals the
measured value at the point), and as the correlation between bedrock and surface elevation
approaches 1, the secondary data becomes, in effect, primary data with the cross-semivariogrnm
providing the scaling:

Cross Validation

By a method called cross validation we can show that both cokriging and linear regression produce
better estimates of bedrock topography than simple kriging of the seismic data alone.

During cross validation a measurement at a particular point is temporarily deleted from the data
set and the surrounded data is used to estimate a value there. That point is then restored and the
process is repeated for the next measurement point to built up a set of estimated values at
measurement points which are then compared with the measured values to see how well the
estimation procedure is performing.

The residuals plot (absolute value of measured bedrock elevation minus estimated bedrock
elevation) for the ANS site (Figure 9) shows that whereas ordinary kriging has a few residuals
greater than 40 ft, both cokriging and linear regression have maximum errors about half as large.
When is simple linear regression sufficient? When should cokriging be used instead? The easy
answer is to always cokrige, since we have seen that they amount to the same thing in the case of
very strong correlation, and cokriging can be used even when there is no measurement of surface
or bedrock elevation at a particular estimation point. But it is more work to cokrige, and surface
elevation data is easy to obtain, so it seems worthwhile to look a little deeper.

The semivariogram is related to the autocorrelation function
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Figure 8. Surface topography plotted above bedrock as
predicted by cokrigin<r.
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where o~ is the sample variance.

The autocorrelation function is 1 for zero separation between points and approaches zero as the
distance between measurement points increases. Cokriging weights surrounding data points
according to their correlation (ignoring clustering for the moment). Roughly speaking, cokriging
will improve on simple linear regression when the autocorrelation between the estimation point and
the surrounding bedrock data is higher than the cross correlation between bedrock and surface
elevation. For the ANS site the surface-bedrock cross correlation was strong enough thai
surrounding points were given little or no weight, therefore linear regression worked well. One can
easily imagine a case, however, where the cross correlation between surface and bedrock elevation
was not as strong (though still significant) so that the kriging weights assigned to the nearby bedrock
measurements and the surface elevation at the estimation point received comparable weights. In
this case cokriging would be superior to linear regression. Therefore, one can compare the
correlation between surface and bedrock elevation with the correlation for typical data-estimation
point separations to decide whether cokriging is worth the additional effort.

Kriging and cokriging can both be thought of as distance weighting schemes where the statistical
distance (correlation as a function of distance) is used in place of physical distance (Isaaks and
Srivastava, 1989). Because the relationship between surface and bedrock elevation not deterministic
(or rather, not knowing the deterministic relationship we are force to treat it statistically), the
surface elevation at the estimation point is already a non-zero statistical distance away. In cokriging
this statistical distance is compared with the statistical distance to the nearest measured bedrock
elevations to determine relative weights.

The idea of statistical distance is also useful for determining when cokriging is no better than
ordinary kriging. Roughly speaking, this occurs when the correlation between surface and bedrock
elevations is so poor that the statistical distance to the nearest measured bedrock elevation is always
less.

Error Maps

A major advantage of kriging is that at every estimation point (co)kriging we obtain not only the
value (mean) but the variance. The kriging standard deviations when contoured (Figures 10 and
11) show how the uncertainty increases as the estimation point gets further away from surrounding
measurement points. The standard deviation is largest in the south east corner, furthest from any
measurement points. The overall shape of the kriging and cokriging contours is about the same,
but the cokriging standard deviation is roughly 2 ft less in most areas.

Kriging estimates interpolation errors based on the sample geometry, autocorrelation structure, and
the assumption that the data is normally distributed. Note that the kriging standard deviation is
zero at actual measurement points because kriging honors the data, though there is obviously still
measurement error present

The error maps are particularly useful when planning additional data collection. Because the error
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estimates do not depend on specific measurement values, it is possible to calculate the reduction
in error for a given set of additional measurement points in advance to decide is the improvement
is worth the time and cost the additional Reid work entails.

Finally, for interested readers, we commend a closely related application discussed in by Hocksema
et al. (1989). They also used surface elevation data as the secondary variable, but with water levels
measured in wells as the primary data they used cokriging to construct contour maps of the water
table, Hoeksema et al. give additional mathematical detail and discuss software they developed for
cokriging.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Cokriging with surface elevation data can improve estimates of bedrock elevation over those
obtainable from seismic refraction alone provided that there is a good correlation between surface
and bedrock topography, and that the assumption of cokriging are reasonable. It is not necessary
to have surface or bedrock elevation measurements at an estimation point.

2. Simple linear regression performs nearly as well as cokriging (and is less work) when the
correlation is very good, and surface elevation is available at every estimation point.

3. (Co)Kriging error maps can be used chose the optimal locations for additional measurements.

OBTAINING GEOSTATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Software for kriging and cokriging is now available from a number of commercial sources. For the
budget-minded geophysicists, the Environmental Protection Agency will furnish two IBM PC
packages, GEOEAS (simple kriging, good screen graphics) and GEOPACK (includes cokriging),
at no charge.

To obtain GEO1. ACK write:
The Software Distribution Center
Robert S. Ken: Environmental Research Laboratory
Ada, OK 74820

To obtain GEOEAS send three, formatted, high density, 5.25" floppies to:
Evan Englund
USEPA, EMSL-LV (EAD)
P.O. Box 93478
Las Vegas, NV 89193-3478
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